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In the present study, a diffusion couple consisting of the thick bulk oxide and solid alloy deoxidized by Mn-Si was made to 
simulate the reaction at the interface between oxide inclusion and solid steel in actual process. I have investigated not only 
diffusion of elements between bulk oxide and solid alloy during heat treatment but also the effect of sulfur and FeO content on 
the diffusion behavior. 
In chapter 1, the importance to clarify the reaction between oxide inclusion and solid steel during the heat treatment was 
shown and the purpose of this research was summarized.  
In chapter 2, the previous knowledge on this subject was reviewed. About the solid state reaction between oxide and steel, 
many researches have conducted in stainless steel. These studies indicate that MnO-SiO2 oxide was changed to MnO-Cr2O3 
with Mn and Si content in the steel and process of heating after heat treatment. In many kinds of inclusions, crystallization and 
deformation of inclusions at high temperature have been carried out actively because of great effect on the quality of steel 
products during the hot rolling process. It is widely known that oxide inclusions formed at different stages during solidification 
can act as nuclei for MnS precipitation. The idea of controlling steel properties by utilizing oxides as nucleation sites of phase 
transformation has been applied to a wide range of steel products. To determine the inclusion composition of Mn-Si deoxidized 
steel, the equilibrium relation between oxide and molten steel is important. Therefore, various researches have been 
investigated in order to measure the thermodynamic properties of the FeO-MnO-SiO2 oxide. 
In chapter 3, firstly, the oxide composition equilibrated with the molten alloy deoxidized by Mn-Si was investigated to 
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determine composition of bulk oxide and alloy for the diffusion couple experiment. Using this experiment and thermodynamic 
calculation, it is confirmed that the equilibrium oxide with steel deoxidized by Mn-Si is not a binary oxide of MnO-SiO2, but 
the ternary oxide of MnO-SiO2-FeO. The equilibrium composition of alloy and slag observed in the experiment correspond 
approximately with result of thermodynamic calculation.  
Secondly, in this chapter, the diffusion couple method was used to understand the solid-state reaction between the Fe-Mn-Si 
alloy and MnO-SiO2-FeO oxide which was in equilibrium with molten steel. Fe-Si-Mn-S alloys and MnO-SiO2-(FeO) oxides 
were pre-melted. The composition of oxide and alloy was determined by the equilibrium relation at 1823 K. The oxide was 
placed in the hole of the alloy. Then, the specimen and a Ti foil were sealed in a quartz tube (O.D. 12, I.D. 10 mm), in which 
high-purity Ar gas was introduced with 20 kPa. The sample was heated at 1673K in the quartz tube for 10 minutes to melt the 
oxide and was then quenched in water. The samples were re-heated at 1473K for 10 or 50 hours in order to investigate the 
reaction between the alloy and the oxide in the solid state. After quenching the sample, a cross section of an interface between 
the alloy and the oxide was analyzed by EPMA. When the binary oxide of MnO-SiO2 came into contacted with Mn-Si 
deoxidized alloy, Mn and Si in alloy and FeO content in oxide increased near the interface after the heat treatment. It indicates 
that the equilibrium inclusion composition after deoxidation of steel by Mn-Si is not a binary compound of MnO, SiO2 but a 
ternary compound of MnO, SiO2 and FeO. When the ternary oxide of MnO-SiO2-FeO came into contact with Mn-Si 
deoxidized alloy many small particles were formed near the interface in the alloy and this area was named particle precipitation 
zone (PPZ). This study has also demonstrated that Mn content decreased near the interface in the alloy known as the Mn 
depleted zone (MDZ). The phenomena indicate that the alloy and bulk oxide in the diffusion couple was not equilibrated at 
these conditions, even though both phases were equilibrated at 1823K. The precipitation behavior of the particles can be 
considered to be related to the diffusion of oxygen from the oxide to the alloy. Consequently, particles are precipitated near 
interface and Mn content in the alloy decreased owing to consumption of Mn for the formation of the particles. The formation 
of iron particles and decrease in FeO content in oxide indicates the reduction of unstable FeO in oxide at that temperature. The 
PPZ and MDZ were also discussed by the thermodynamic calculation and internal oxidation. 
In chapter 4, by using the same diffusion couple method, I have investigated the effects of sulfur on the reactions between 
oxide and solid steel. The diffusion couples were prepared by changing sulfur content in alloy and bulk oxide. After heat 
treatment, many fine particles were formed and the manganese content decreased in the alloy near the interface after the 
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heating. The width of MDZ increased with heating time, however, the increment of the width of PPZ was not remarkable. The 
width of PPZ and MDZ decreased with the increase in sulfur content of the bulk oxide and with the decrease in sulfur content 
of alloy. Main chemical composition of particles in PPZ was MnO-SiO2 after heat treatment at 1673 K for 10 min. However, 
content of MnS increased after heat treatment at 1473 K. The influence of sulfur on the formation of MDZ and 
PPZ was discussed using difference in driving force of sulfur diffusion and the direction of oxygen and sulfur diffusion . 
The mass of Mn decrease in the alloy near interface corresponded with the mass of Mn precipitated as oxide particles by 
calculation. Therefore, it can be considered that the MDZ is formed by the precipitation of oxide particles. 
In chapter 5, the diffusion couples were prepared by changing FeO content in bulk oxide in order to investigate the 
influence of oxygen diffusion on the reaction. After heat treatment at 1673K for 10min, MDZ and PPZ decreased due to the 
decrease in FeO content of bulk oxide and the increase of sulfur in the alloy and bulk oxide. Especially, in the case of low FeO 
content in bulk oxide, Mn and Si content did not change much near the interface. After heat treatment at 1473K for 10 hours, 
the decrease in Mn and Si content became larger in the diffusion couple with lower FeO content in bulk oxide and the width of 
MDZ and PPZ increased and the results were close to diffusion couples containing 3 mass% FeO. In diffusion couples with 
lower FeO content in bulk oxide, most of the precipitated particles were oxide with sulfide although most of them were oxide 
in the diffusion couple containing 3% mass FeO. 
In chapter 6, the conclusion of this thesis was summarized and the application of this research was presented. 
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